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White papers on terrestrial planets
Mercury:
• P. Byrne: White Paper on the case for Landed Mercury Exploration within the Voyage 2050 long-term plan in the
ESA Science Program
Venus:
• D. Valentian - Venus Sample Return Mission Revisited
• C. Wilson - Venus: Key to understanding the evolution of terrestrial planets
Mars:
• N. Thomas - Mars and the Science Programme: The case for Mars Polar Science
• M. Grady - The Changing Climate of Mars
• J. Oberst - Planetary Polar Explorer: The Case for a Next-Generation Remote Sensing Mission to Low Mars Orbit
• V. Stamenkovich - The Quest for Life Leads Underground: Exploring Modern-Day Subsurface Habitability &
Extant Life on Mars
Moon:
• T. Kawamura - Autonomous Lunar Geophysical Experiment Package (ALGEP)

Mercury, Venus, Mars, the Moon
Key questions and themes:
• How planets evolve through time (surfaces, atmospheres, climate)
• Are there ongoing active processes (not only volcanism)?
• Mars: current and past habitability conditions, with search for life in the
background
How:
• Orbiters (certainly for Venus, perhaps less so for Mars and the Moon)
• In situ exploration with landers, rovers
• Multipoint observations (networks)
• Synergy/complementarity with HRE (for Mars and the Moon)

Landed Mercury Exploration – P. Byrne
• Mercury: large deposits of volatiles are exposed directly on the surface detected
by MESSENGER
• What is their origin? What are their physical and mechanical properties? Is there
evidence for layering? Which processes act in the shadowed regions? Do they
produce or destroy water ice?
• Implications also for understanding the distribution of inner Solar System volatiles
(including those on the Moon and the potential delivery to early Earth and Mars).
• A polar lander would allow in situ compositional and petrological
measurements, seismometry, measurements of heat flux and rotational state
(and tests of gravity laws).
• “Mercury: Current and Future Science of the Innermost Planet” meeting, held in
May 2018, enthusiastically supported a lander mission.
• Undeniably challenging: enormous launch energy and overall mission delta-V are
only compatible with an L-Class mission.

Venus: Key to understanding the evolution of
terrestrial planets – C. Wilson
• Why are the terrestrial planets so different from each other? Why the
evolutionary path of Venus was so different from that of the Earth?
• What is its interior structure (the least known among terrestrial planets)?
• Past or ongoing plate tectonics? Stagnant lid? Is Venus geologically active?
• Surface water in Venus past history?
• Why from likely similar early atmospheres a moderate climate ensued on
Earth, while Venus experienced runaway greenhouse warming?
• What lessons can we learn about life of terrestrial planets/exoplanets in
general, whether in our solar system or in others?

Venus sample return: D. Valentian
A challenging technical proposal envisaging several elements:
An orbiter, intended to return the samples to Earth (sample return orbiter).
A second orbiter carrying multiple landers.
Each lander includes an UAV, able to lift-off vertically and return to the
balloon with the sample.
• A rocket / balloon assembly, drifting at 55 km altitude and collecting the
samples.
• Launch of two to three Ariane 6 is required, the heaviest payload being the
balloon / rocket assembly.
•
•
•
•

Moon: Geophysical package (ALGEP) –
T. Kawamura
Key open questions in lunar science:
• Precise bulk composition of the Moon. Models of the impact generation of the Moon
could be further constrained if the bulk composition were better known.
• Sizes and the compositions of the lunar mantle and core, which are still known with
considerable uncertainty.
• What is the internal thermal and associated mechanical structure of the Moon?
• How does the Moon compare to the Earth and chondritic meteorites in its bulk content
of the heat producing elements (U, Th, K), and if the Moon is significantly different, what
are the implications for the origin of the Moon?
• Are there regional variations in heat flow on the Moon associated with the major
geological provinces, and do these variations record asymmetrical thermal evolution and
chemical fractionation of the incompatible elements into the lunar crust?

Moon: Geophysical package (ALGEP) –
T. Kawamura
• Autonomous Lunar Geophysical Experiment Package: A modern follow-on to ALSEP
(Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package).
• Extremely effective in the context of a network of landers
• Concept broadly considered also in ESA Strategy for Science at the Moon (2019), and
previously in the International Lunar Network report (2009). Lunar Geophysical
Network(LGN) was proposed to NASA New Frontier Program.
• Each node hosts a comprehensive suite of geophysical instruments, such as a
seismometer covering both long and short period events, a magnetometer, a heat flow
probe and a laser retroreflector. This package would enable the extended exploration of
the lunar interior, from the upper few meters of the regolith to the core.
• Network nodes (hosting seismometers that could be even more sensitive than Apollo’s)
must be suitably distributed, to overcome the geometric limitations of the Apollo
network.
• Long-term simultaneous time series of the magnetic field from multiple sites (magnetic
induction and polarisability).

The Quest for Life Leads Underground - Exploring
Modern-Day Subsurface Habitability & Extant Life on
Mars - V. Stamenkovic
• Is there liquid water in the modern-day Martian subsurface? How
much is there? What is its chemistry?
• Are there large enough redox gradients and sufficient nutrients to
support modern-day subsurface life on Mars?
• Is there extant life in the Martian subsurface today? If so, where is it
and how much biomass and productivity are there?
• Was there life on Mars early on that is now extinct?
• What kind of & how much resources are in the Martian subsurface?
• How did the water inventory and climate change across time?

Climate change on Mars

Upper Reull Valley: Ancient river with
tributary – Mars Express

Polar layered deposits – HiRISE MRO

The case for Mars Polar Science – N. Thomas
• What is the nature of the activity associated with sublimation of the
seasonal polar caps?
• Is the density of the CO2 deposited on the polar caps different
between the northern and the southern hemisphere and, if so, why?
• Do our current models correctly explain the behaviour of the surface
activity in southern spring?
• What are the current deposition rates of H2O and dust onto the polar
caps as a result of seasonal processes?

Changing Climate of Mars – M. Grady
• Visit two sites on Mars where the geological record captures the climate transition
associated with the Noachian-Hesperian boundary (3.7 Gy, where there greatest change
in environment occurred, likely associated with atmospheric loss).
• Two rovers at separate landing sites, with identical instrumentation + orbiter
Key questions:
• To determine the absolute age, mineralogical composition and depositional environment
of Mars’ surface at the landing sites
• To correlate widely-observed orbital mineral assemblages with surface distributions of
the same mineral assemblages at specific landing sites
• To constrain the extent to which fluvial and other sedimentary systems have modified
the Martian surface
• To measure the elemental and isotopic composition of Mars’ atmosphere at the surface
and from orbit
• To relate age and composition of the surface to the evolution of the planet and its
atmospheric history

Mars: Planetary Polar Explorer – J. Oberst
• Determine the global CO2 cycle
• Mapping of seasonal and regional variations in snow-deposits and
associated temporal variations in rotation and gravity field.
• Mapping of the complex layering of polar deposits, which contain an
important record of climate history, to provide hints on the early climate
collapse on the planet.
• Characterise the dynamics of ice sheets through the mapping of polar
scarps, including rock falls and avalanche events.
• Determine the physical characteristics of the PLDs and assess the climate
change expressed in their stratigraphy
• Themes addressed from orbit: gravity, altimetry, radar sounding, imaging

Mars: Planetary Polar Explorer – J. Oberst
• Low flying orbiter (150 km), equipped with SEP
• GOCE-like gradiometer (implying by itself a L-class mission)
• Powerful subsurface radar (benefitting also from low altitude) to
search for subsurface lakes and to characterize the abundance of
subsurface water on Mars.
• Next Generation Laser Altimeter and Atmospheric Lidar
• Radio tracking for high resolution gravity
• High resolution imaging

